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The resonance and non-resonance transmission canals of double-barrier resonant tunneling structure are es-
tablished for the electron�photon system using the exact solution of one-dimensional non-stationary Schrödinger
equation expanded into the Fourier range. It is shown that besides the main and satellite, the mixed quasi-stationary
states which cause the appearance of speci�c transmission canals with the properties strongly dependent on the
intensity and frequency of electromagnetic �eld, exist in the nanostructure.
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1. Introduction

The electronic transport through the resonant tunnel-
ing nanostructures with time-periodical potential, gen-
erally, and in the electromagnetic �eld, particularly, is
investigated for a long time both experimentally [1�9]
and theoretically [10�18]. The research is caused by the
physical phenomena observed in these systems: quantum
noise, quantum metastability, negative di�erential resis-
tance, electron pumps, photon-assisted tunneling, and
so on. Also they have an important applied utilization
in modern devices, such as super rapid commutators,
quantum cascade lasers, and quantum cascade detectors.
The theoretical study of photon-assisted transport (PAT)
of electrons through the resonant tunneling structures
(RTS) driven by strong electromagnetic �elds [19�24] is
of current interest due to the improvement of physical
characteristics of the devices operating in THz frequency
range [6�9].
The theory of nonlinear electronic transport through

the systems with time-dependent potentials was devel-
oped within di�erent approaches described in detail in re-
ports [25, 26]. The PAT of electrons through the double-
-barrier and multi-barrier RTS in high frequency electro-
magnetic �eld were studied using the theoretical models
which can be divided into two groups.
The �rst wide group of papers is based on the model

tunneling Hamiltonians [14�18, 27, 28], like the one in-
troduced by Bardeen [29], written in the representation
of second quantization. In the open system the tun-
neling Hamiltonian cannot be obtained by the consec-
utive analytic transition from the coordinate represen-
tation to the representation of second quantization be-
cause the demanded complete set of wave functions is
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absent. The tunneling Hamiltonians are the model ones
and, thus, do not account exactly the boundary condi-
tions at the hetero interfaces and contain time-dependent
energies of quasi-particles, practically obtained in the re-
spective closed models. However, they are widely used
while studying the nonlinear transport because of the
well developed theoretical technique: density and scat-
tering matrix, nonequilibrum Green�Keldysh functions,
and other. The main advantage of tunneling Hamilto-
nian is that it can take into account di�erent dissipative
subsystems: phonons, impurities, electron�electron in-
teraction and so on. It gives opportunity to study the
ballistic transport of electrons and distinguish the role of
dissipative processes in nonlinear transport phenomena,
observed at the experiments.
The second group of theoretical papers [11�15, 17, 18,

30�32] is based at the Hamiltonians obtained in the co-
ordinate representation. They do not contain any �tting
parameters and are characterized by the �xed sizes of
nanosystems elements, e�ective masses of electrons and
magnitudes of dc- and ac-�elds.
The ballistic nonlinear PAT of electrons through the

double-barrier RTS and other nanostructures driven by
electromagnetic �elds is studied within the solution of the
complete Schrödinger equation, taking into account the
continuity of the wave functions and generalized (when
the vector potentials are present) densities of currents at
all RTS interfaces. As far as the electromagnetic �eld
is time-dependent, usually, the Floquet method [25, 26]
is used together with transfer-matrix, S-matrix, classic
Green's functions, time-dependent perturbation theory,
and so on. The one-dimensional model is used as a rule
in order to simplify the analytical and numerical calcula-
tions considering that the interaction between electrons
and electromagnetic �eld is actual inside of the nano-
structure only. The interaction is described within the
time-dependent potential: U(z) cosωt.
Although the exact solution of the complete

Schrödinger equation for the electron in electromag-
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netic �eld A(r, t) is well known [32] but the prob-
lem of nonlinear PAT of electrons through the RTS
with the exact accounting of vector potential is compli-
cated enough because it demands to introduce the term:
1
2

(
pz − e

cAz

)
1

m(z)

(
pz − e

cAz

)
even in one-dimensional

Hamiltonian. However, even the approximated consid-
ering of the linear over Az term in the Hamiltonian and
one-photon processes gave opportunity to solve the prob-
lem of coherent and consecutive tunneling of electrons
through the double-barrier RTS correctly [14, 26] and
with good correlation to the experiment [2].
The consistent theory of PAT of electrons through the

double-, triple-barrier RTS and periodical structures of
the Kronig�Penney type in the intensive laser �elds with
the correct considering of vector potential was developed
in the series of papers [19�21]. Solving the complete
Schrödinger equation, the authors used the numerical
method dividing z region at many intervals and assumed
the e�ective masses m(z), scalar V (z) and vector A(z, t)
potentials as constant ones. The matching conditions at
the interfaces of all intervals are to be satis�ed in order
to calculate the probability of tunneling in this approach.
It was performed within the transfer-matrix technique.
However, the authors mentioned that the numerical cal-
culation of transfer-matrix run against the problem of
its instability. It was caused by the very small and very
big numbers arising while correctly considering the closed
canals.
In this paper we develop the theory of nonlinear PAT

of electrons through the double-barrier RTS driven by
the electromagnetic �eld, exactly taking into account
the electron-�eld interaction in the Hamiltonian of the
system. We obtain the exact solutions of the complete
Schrödinger equation for all parts of the structure, ex-
pand the time-dependent wave functions into the Fourier
range and take into account the matching conditions at
all interfaces of RTS. The proposed approach allows us
to study in detail the mixed quasi-stationary states of
electron�photon system depending on the energy of elec-
tromagnetic �eld and its driving potential.

2. Transmission coe�cient for the double-barrier

RTS driven by electromagnetic �eld

We study the transport properties of double-barrier
RTS placed into the outer medium. The widths of the
both barriers (∆) and one of the well (a) are �xed, so
the size of RTS is: L = a + 2∆, Fig. 1. Index s = 0,
1, 2, 3, 4 numbers the di�erent parts of the structure in
the Cartesian coordinates with the beginning placed at
the left interface of the input barrier and 0z axis perpen-
dicular to the planes of nano�lms. The electron moves
along the 0z axis from the left to the right through the
double-barrier RTS driven by the homogeneous electro-
magnetic �eld. Its characteristics are: the vector poten-
tial Az = 2cF

ω sin(ωt), where c is the light velocity, F is
the intensity of the electric �eld, ω is the frequency of
electromagnetic �eld. In the model of the e�ective mass

and rectangular potential barriers for the electron, we as-
sume that

m(z) = ms =

{
mw,

mb,

U(z) = Us =

{
0, s = 0, 2, 4,

U, s = 1, 3.
(1)

Fig. 1. Potential energy scheme for the electron in
double-barrier RTS.

The wave function of the electron is obtained from the
time-dependent one-dimensional Schrödinger equation

i~
∂Ψ(z, t)

∂t
=

[
− ~2

2

∂

∂z

1

m(z)

∂

∂z
+

ie~Az

cm(z)

∂

∂z

+
e2A2

z

2c2m(z)
+ U(z)

]
Ψ(z, t). (2)

This equation has two linearly independent solutions
both for the wells (s = 0, 2, 4) and barriers (s = 1, 3):

ψ±s (E, zs−1 ≤ z ≤ zs, ω, t)

= exp

(
± iks

(
z − 2eF

msω2
cos(ωt)

)
− i

~

(
E +

(eF )2

msω2

(
1− sin(2ωt)

2ωt

))
t

)
, (3)

which describe the forward (ψ+
s ) and backward

(ψ−s ) waves with the quantum numbers ks =

~−1
√

2ms(E − Us), where E is the electron energy;
z−1 = −∞, z4 =∞.
The wave function of the electron�photon system

Ψs(E, z, ω, t) in s-th part is the linear superposition of
the wave functions (3):

Ψs(E, z, ω, t) =

+∞∑
p=−∞

[
B+

s,pψ
+
s (E + pΩ , z, ω, t)

+B−s,pψ
−
s (E + pΩ , z, ω, t)

]
. (4)

Here Ω = ~ω is the electromagnetic �eld energy; p is the
whole number of photons; B±s,p are the time-independent
coe�cients.
The wave functions ψ±s (E + pΩ , z, ω, t) are obtained

using the expansion of the time-periodical functions (3)
into the exact Fourier ranges

ψ±s (E + pΩ , z, ω, t)
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= e± iks,pz− i
~ (E+pΩ)t sin

(
2παsβ

2
)

π

×
∞∑

n,n1,n2=−∞
i2n∓n1

Jn1
(4αs,pβ)Jn2

(αsβ
2)

2αsβ2 + n

×e i (n±n1+2n2)ωt, (5)

with the convenient dimensionless parameters

αs =
~2

2msL2Ω
, αs,p = αsks,pL, β =

eFL

Ω
,

ks,p = ~−1
√

2ms(E + pΩ − Us). (6)

After the analytical transformations of formulae (4)
and (5), in order to obtain the expansion over harmon-
ics numbered by N only, the s-th wave function of the
electron�photon system becomes

Ψs(E, z, ω, t) = e−
i
~Et

+∞∑
p=−∞

∞∑
N=−∞

e iNωt

×
[
B+

s,p e iks,pzQ+
N,p(αs,p, β)

+B−s,p e− iks,pzQ−N,p(αs,p, β)
]
, (7)

where

Q±N,p(αs,p, β) =
sin
(
2παsβ

2
)

π

×
∞∑

n1,n2=−∞

(−1)p+N i±n1Jn1
(4αs,pβ)Jn2

(αsβ
2)

2αsβ2 + p+N ∓ n1 − 2n2
. (8)

All unknown coe�cients B±s,p are de�nitely obtained
from the conditions of continuity for each harmonic of
the complete wave function and their densities of cur-
rents taking into account the vector potential of electro-
magnetic �eld at four interfaces in any moment of time

Ψs(E, zs, ω, t) = Ψs+1(E, zs, ω, t) (s = 0÷ 3)

1
ms

(
∂
∂z −

ieAz

c~
)
Ψs(E, z, ω, t)

∣∣
z=zs

= 1
ms+1

(
∂
∂z −

ieAz

c~
)
Ψs+1(E, z, ω, t)

∣∣
z=zs

.

(9)

As far as the electron transports through the main
canal (p = 0), thus B+

s=0,p=0 6= 0, B+
s=0,p6=0 = 0. Be-

sides, B−s=4,p = 0 because the re�ected waves at the right
side out of double-barrier RTS are absent.
We should note that the number of canals (p) and

harmonics (N) in the electron�photon system is in�nite.
Thus, the system of Eqs. (9) contains the in�nite num-
ber of equations, respectively B±s,p coe�cients. However,

from the expression (8) it is clear that the Q±N,p magni-
tudes decrease when p and N increases, corresponding
to the physical considerations. Therefore, in the speci�c
calculations, the system can be con�ned by the rather big
but �nite number of equations, determined by the num-
ber of harmonics (Nmax) and canals (pmax) providing the
demanded exactness.
Thus, the system of Eqs. (9) is the linearly inhomo-

geneous one. At the �nite number of open canals it al-
lows to obtain all B±s,p coe�cients expressed throughout

B+
s=0,p=0. The latter is �xed by the normality condition∫ +∞

−∞
Ψ∗(k0, z, ω, t)Ψ(k′0, z, ω, t)dz = δ(k0 − k′0) (10)

for the wave function of the whole system

Ψ(E, z, ω, t) =

4∑
s=0

Ψs(E, zs−1 ≤ z ≤ zs, ω, t). (11)

Considering the vector potential (Az), the density of
current in any moment of time is written as [19�21]:

j(E, z, ω, t) =
i~

2m(z)

[
Ψ(E, z, ω, t)

∂

∂z
Ψ∗(E, z, ω, t)

−Ψ∗(E, z, ω, t) ∂
∂z

Ψ(E, z, ω, t)

]
− e

m(z)c
Az|Ψ(E, z, ω, t)|2. (12)

The transmission coe�cient for the double-barrier RTS is
de�ned as the ratio between the outcoming density of cur-
rent (j+4 (z = L)) and that of the falling one (j+0 (z = 0)).
The electromagnetic �eld is the periodical one, since it is
convenient to study the time-independent transmission
coe�cient (D(E,ω)), averaging the densities of currents
(j+0 and j+4 ) over the period of time (T ). So, we have

D(E,ω) = 〈j+4 (E,ω)〉〈j+0 (E,ω)〉−1, (13)

where

〈j+s (E,ω)〉 =
1

T

∫ T

0

j+s (E,ω, t)dt. (14)

After the analytical calculations we obtain
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∑
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(17)

The partial contributions into the transmission coe�cient
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have the evident physical sense: D0,0 is the term arising
due to the current over the main canal (p = 0); Dp,p is
the term arising due to the current over the p-th canal
(p 6= 0); Dp,p′ is the term arising due to the inter canals
(p 6= p′) transitions of electron without any radiation.
The obtained transmission coe�cient (15) for the

double-barrier RTS allows us to calculate the resonance
energies and widths of main and arbitrary number of
satellite quasi-stationary states of electron, interacting
with electromagnetic �eld of arbitrary intensity (F ) and
frequency (ω). The developed theory proves that this
interaction, besides the renormalization of pure quasi-
-stationary states of electron, brings to the appearance
of new mixed states which produce the speci�c transmis-
sion canals of double-barrier RTS.

3. Properties of the mixed quasi-stationary

states of the electron�photon system and

transmission canals of double-barrier RTS

Without the electromagnetic �eld the spectral param-
eters: resonance energies (En) and resonance widths
(Γn) of electron quasi-stationary states in RTS with

the Hamiltonian like: H = −~2

2
∂
∂z

1
m(z)

∂
∂z + U(z) can

be calculated using di�erent techniques [25, 26, 33]:
S-matrix, probability distribution function, transmission
coe�cient. The same techniques should be used for the
calculation and analysis of quasi-stationary spectrum of
electron interacting with electromagnetic �eld of arbi-
trary intensity (F ) and frequency (ω). We calculate the
resonance energies and width of electron�photon quasi-
-stationary states in double-barrier RTS using the theory
for the transmission coe�cient developed in the previous
section. We observe the typical, often experimentally
[4] and theoretically [26] studied, double-barrier RTS
(In0.52Al0.48As/In0.53Ga0.47As) with known geometrical
parameters: a = 9 nm, ∆ = 3 nm and physical ones:
U = 516 meV, mw = 0.043m0, mb = 0.083m0, m0 is the
mass of pure electron.
In Fig. 2a,b the resonance energies and widths of

electron�photon quasi-stationary states are shown as
functions of the �eld energy (Ω) with such intensity
(F ) which provides the driving potential energy (UL =
eFL = 40 meV) in the RTS with the size (L = 15 nm).
The pattern of the spectrum is complicated but qualita-
tively just clear because, besides the renormalized main
electron quasi-stationary states, the states which are the
superpositions of electron ones and the respective number
of satellite �eld harmonics appear due to the interaction
with the electromagnetic �eld.
The analysis of electron�photon spectrum, Fig. 2a, in

the plane (Ω , E) proves that it contains the straight
(E = En(p=0)) and sloping (E = En(0) + pΩ) plots
together with the anticrossings regions. The straight
plots (E = En(0)) correspond to the resonance energies
of n-th main quasi-stationary states of electron. They
create the main open canals for the electron in double-
-barrier RTS. The sloping plots (E = En(0) + pΩ) corre-

Fig. 2. Resonance energies E (a) and resonance widths
Γ (b) of main and satellite quasi-stationary states
as functions of the electromagnetic �eld energy Ω .
The magnitudes, at which the satellite canals of n-th
main states become closed and the respective resonance
widths do not exist are marked by triangles (n = 1),
rhombs (n = 2) and stars (n = 3).

spond to the resonance energies of p-th �eld harmonics
of n-th electron quasi-stationary state. They create the
satellite open canals. The in�nite number of positive
(p = +1,+2, . . .) and negative (p = −1,−2, . . .) satel-
lite quasi-stationary states with the resonance energies
En(p) = En(0) + pΩ are observed in the vicinity of �eld
energies Ω ≤ Ω21 = E2 − E1 near each n-th main quasi-
-stationary state with the energy En(0).

Denoting the resonance energies of all quasi-stationary
states by two indexes (n(p)), we adequately character-
ize the corresponding states of electron�photon system
at the straight plots of En(p) dependence on Ω , even
if the resonance energies of some states coincide in the
points of anticrossings. However, such indexation be-
comes insu�cient in the vicinity of anticrossings hap-
pening when the �eld energy becomes: Ω = Ωn+1,n =
En+1(0) − En(0). Herein, the superposition of such pairs
of quasi-stationary states, with indexes n(p) and n′(p′)
satisfying the condition n+ p = n′ + p′ takes place. The
peculiar exchange of resonance energies happens between
both resonating quasi-stationary states during the anti-
crossing process. For example, if before the anticrossing
(Ω < Ωn,n′) the resonance energies satisfy the relation-
ship: En(p) > En′(p′) then, after it (Ω > Ωn,n′) the res-
onance energies satisfy the reverse one: En(p) < En′(p′).
Thus, in the vicinity of anticrossings the resonance en-
ergies of higher quasi-stationary states are conveniently
denoted: En(p),n′(p′) and lower ones � En′(p′),n(p) be-
cause (as it is clear from Fig. 2a) before the anticross-
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ing: En(p),n′(p′) → En(p), En′(p′),n(p) → En′(p′) and after
it: En(p),n′(p′) → En′(p′), En′(p′),n(p) → En(p). Conse-
quently, in the proposed denotations for the resonance
energies of mixed quasi-stationary states the �rst pair
of indexes characterizes the respective state before the
anticrossing and the second one � after it. Further, it
would be convenient also for such pairs of mixed states,
for which the dependence of transmission coe�cient on
energy (E) at �xed Ω is not Lorentz-like but has the
shape of curves corresponding to the Fano resonances.
Figure 2a proves that the open canals produced by p-th
satellites of n-th main quasi-stationary states become the
closed ones in the vicinity of energies satisfying the con-
dition

Ω ≥ Ωn(−|p|) = En(0)|p|−1.

In Fig. 2b the resonance widths (Γ ) of quasi-stationary
states are presented as functions of the electromagnetic
�eld energy (Ω). The resonance widths are charac-
terized by the same indexes as the resonance energies:
two indexes are used for the region without anticrossing
(Γn(p)), and four � for the region where the anticross-
ing is present (Γn(p),n′(p′)). In the vicinity of anticross-
ings, when Ω tends to the resonance energy (Ωn+1,n),
the resonance widths of lower (Γn(p),n+1(p−1)) and higher
(Γn+1(p−1),n(p)) mixed states become closer, i.e. the
�rst one increases and the second � decreases. When
Ω = Ωn+1,n, then Γn(p),n+1(p−1) = Γn+1(p−1),n(p) =
(Γn(p) + Γn+1(p−1))/2. Herein, the width of anticrossing
is �xed by the magnitude: ∆En+1(p−1),n(p)(Ωn+1,n) =
En+1(p−1)(Ωn+1,n) − En(p)(Ωn+1,n). The stronger �eld
causes the decreases of Γn(p),n+1(p−1) tending to Γn(0)

and increases of Γn+1(p−1),n(p) tending to Γn+1(0).

In Figs. 2a,b those Ω values, at which the satellite
canals of n-th main states become closed and the respec-
tive resonance widths do not exist any more are marked
by triangles (n = 1), rhombs (n = 2) and stars (n = 3).

In Fig. 3 the transmission coe�cient D of double-
-barrier RTS in the vicinity of main and satellite an-
ticrossings (Fig. 3a,b and a′,b′) together with the in-
ter satellite ones (Fig. 3c and c′) is presented as func-
tion of energy (E) at the �xed resonance �eld energy
(Ω21 = 168 meV) and di�erent magnitudes of driving
potential (UL, Fig. 3a�c) and at �xed driving poten-
tial (UL = 40 meV) and di�erent �eld energies (Ω ,
Fig. 3a′�c′) in the vicinity of Ω21.

From Fig. 3a it is clear that when the �eld energy is
equal to the resonance one (Ω = Ω21) and anticrossing of
energies (point �a� in Fig. 2a) of the �rst main |1(0)〉
and �rst negative satellite of the second main quasi-
-stationary state |2(−1)〉 is observed, the transmission
coe�cient D(E) essentially depends on driving poten-
tial (UL). Without the applied �eld (UL = 0), D(E)
has a shape of the Lorentz function with the resonance
energy E1(0) and resonance width Γ1(0). When the elec-
tromagnetic �eld is applied and its intensity increases,
the shape of the Lorentz curve is deformed, its maxi-
mum sharply decreases and, further, D(E) takes shape

Fig. 3. Transmission coe�cient D of double-barrier
RTS in the vicinity of main and satellite anticrossings
(a, b and a′, b′) together with the inter satellite ones
(c and c′) as function of energy E at the �xed resonance
�eld energy (Ω21 = 168 meV) and di�erent magnitudes
of driving potential UL (a, b, c) and at �xed driving
potential (UL = 40 meV) and di�erent �eld energies
(a′, b′, c′) in the vicinity of Ω21.

of two-humped curve with two quasi-Lorentz peaks. Each
peak is characterized by its resonance energy and width:
E1(0);2(−1), Γ1(0);2(−1) for the lower quasi-stationary state
and E2(−1);1(0), Γ2(−1);1(0) for the higher one. The width
of anticrossing: ∆E1(0);2(−1) = E2(−1);1(0) − E1(0);2(−1)
increases when the driving potential becomes stronger.
The resonance widths of both quasi-stationary states also
increase but the maximal magnitude of the transmission
coe�cient for the higher state increases and for the lower
one � decreases. When the both mixed states are split
(for example at UL = 40 meV, Fig. 3a′) the increasing
�eld energy Ω in the vicinity of Ω21 shifts the resonance
energies of the pair of quasi-stationary states into the
region of smaller energies increasing the transmission co-
e�cient for the higher state and decreasing it for the
lower one. The maximal magnitudes of transmission co-
e�cients in both canals produced by the mixed quasi-
-stationary states are small (≈ 0.1), i.e. they are almost
closed.

In Figs. 3b and b′ one can see the other properties of
D(E) function at the anticrossing between the energies of
the state |2(0)〉 and |1(+1)〉 (point �b� in Fig. 2a). The in-
creasing driving potential, at �rst, also deforms the curve
then, bifurcates it into two quasi-Lorentz peaks making
the width of anticrossing bigger. Both these canals are
almost open ones.
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Figure 3c and c′ proves that the behavior of D(E) at
the anticrossing energies of satellite states |2(+1)〉 and
|1(+2)〉 (point �c� in Fig. 2a) di�ers from the previous
two cases. Without the �eld (UL = 0) these states are ab-
sent. The transmission coe�cient appears as two quasi-
-Lorentz peaks, Fig. 3c, when UL increases. The width of
anticrossing and the height of both peaks also increase.
Thus, the transmitting properties of the both satellite
canals become better. The both canals shift into the
region of bigger energies when the electromagnetic �eld
becomes stronger (Fig. 3c′) at �xed driving potential.
Now, we are going to study the properties of transmis-

sion coe�cient of those groups of mixed quasi-stationary
states where the peculiar features of the Fano resonances
are observed. The magnitudes of �eld energies at which
these states appear are obtained from the conditions
that these �eld energies are bigger than the minimal
resonance one (Ω21) and the resonance energy of the
�rst negative (p′ = −1) satellite of n′-th higher state
(En′(p′=−1)) is equal to the energy of the �rst positive
(p = 1) satellite of n-th lower state (En(p=1)). Thus,
taking into account that En(p) = En(0) + pΩ , we obtain
Ωn′(−1);n(1) = (En′(−1) − En(1))/2. The minimal mag-
nitude of the �eld energy Ω3(−1);1(1), in the vicinity of
which such superpositions of quasi-stationary states can
appear (at which the transmission coe�cient can have
the peculiar features of the Fano resonance) corresponds
to Ω31/2. This feature becomes clear from Fig. 2a and
from the abovementioned relationship.

Fig. 4. Transmission coe�cient D as function of the
electron energy E at the �xed non-resonance energy of
the �eld: Ω = Ω31/2 = 221.7 meV and di�erent driving
potentials UL (a, b, c) and at �xed driving potential
UL = 40 meV and di�erent �eld energies Ω (a′, b′, c′).

In Fig. 4a�c and a′�c′ the transmission coe�cient is
shown as function of the electron energy (E) at the
�xed non-resonance energy of the �eld: Ω = Ω31/2 =
221.7 meV and di�erent driving potentials (a, b, c) and
at �xed driving potential UL = 40 meV and di�erent
�eld energies (a′, b′, c′). The calculations were performed
for the �rst three mixed quasi-stationary states (points
�d, e, f� in Fig. 2). Figure 4 proves that the shape of
the curves D(E) corresponds to the three types of reso-
nances depending on the parameter of asymmetry (q) in
the Fano theory [34]: (a) q →∞ � quasi-Lorentz curve
of the Breit�Wigner type; (b) 0 < q <∞� typical Fano
resonance; (c) q = 0 � anti-resonance.

Thus, at the superposition of the �rst main and sec-
ond negative harmonics of third quasi-stationary state
(Fig. 4a,a′), D(E) has a shape of the Breit�Wigner curve
with the resonance energies (E1(0) = 54.9 meV) and res-
onance widths (Γ1(0) = 0.2 meV) typical for the ground
main quasi-stationary state at UL = 0. At the increas-
ing driving potential, the Lorentz shape of the curve re-
mains but the resonance width increases, transmission
maximum decreases and the resonance energy shifts into
the region of bigger energies. The stronger �eld at �xed
UL = 40 meV brings to the bigger maximum of trans-
mission coe�cient which does not change the resonance
energies and widths. Now then, the stronger driving po-
tential at Ω31/2 decreases the transmission of the canal
but the small Ω varying in the vicinity of Ω31/2 can im-
prove the transmission properties of double-barrier RTS.

Figure 4b and b′ shows that the superposition of the
states |1(+1)〉 and |3(−1)〉 manifests itself in such a way
that the shape of transmission coe�cient corresponds
to the speci�c asymmetrical Fano resonance with two
maxima situated at the opposite sides of the energy:
(E1(0) + E3(0))/2. At Ω = Ω31/2, the increasing driv-
ing potential brings to the increase of both maxima and
distance between them, too. It is clear that the height
of the low-energy peak is smaller than the height of the
high-energy one, but both maxima are insigni�cant (not
big), since they produce two canals with small transmis-
sion. The both maxima shift into the opposite directions
(vicinity of point �e�, Fig. 2a) for the bigger �eld energy
(Ω) at the �xed UL.

From Fig. 4c,c′ it is clear that at Ω = Ω31/2 the super-
position of the states |1(+2)〉 and |3(0)〉 manifests itself
in such a way, that for the stronger driving potential the
Breit�Wigner shape of D(E) gradually deforms into the
Fano antiresonance with minimum at E3(0) and width
Γ1(0) at the top of the Lorentz curve (with resonance en-
ergy E3(0) and width Γ3(0)). Consequently, the transmis-
sion coe�cient has a shape of two humped almost sym-
metrical curve with near situated maxima. The distance
between them increases at bigger UL and their magnitude
decreases. Since, at the �eld energy Ω = Ω31/2 one can
see two near situated canals with rather big transmission.

From Fig. 4c′ it is clear that at the �xed UL 6= 0 the
varying �eld energy in the vicinity of Ω31/2 produces the
speci�c Fano resonance. At bigger Ω , the sharp peak
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with the sharp hollow (having the spectral parameters
of E1(2), Γ1(2) order) moves (in accordance to Fig. 2a
in the vicinity of point �f�) along the wide Breit�Wigner
(Lorentz) curve (with spectral parameters E3(0), Γ3(0))
from low-energy region into the high-energy one, passing
the described antiresonance at Ω = Ω31/2. Since not
only at Ω31/2 but in its vicinity, too, one can see two
near situated canals with big transmission, though the
location of their maxima in energy scale does not char-
acterize the resonance energies of quasi-stationary states
of the Breit�Wigner type.
The established behavior of mixed quasi-stationary

states in double-barrier RTS allow us to analyze the
transmission properties of its di�erent canals depending
on driving potential (UL) at di�erent �eld energies (Ω).
Characterizing the canals by the maximal magnitudes of
transmission coe�cients (Dn(p) = maxDn(p)(E)) of the
respective mixed quasi-stationary states, Dn(p) is shown
in Fig. 5 as function of UL at three typical magnitudes
of �eld energy: (a) Ω = 100 meV � the magnitude of
non-resonance �eld energy is smaller than minimal res-
onance one (Ω21); (b) Ω = Ω21 = 168 meV � minimal
resonance energy; (c) Ω = Ω31/2 = 221.7 meV � the
�eld energy is equal to the half of the minimal di�erence
between the resonance energies of quasi-stationary states
pair with the same parity.

Fig. 5. Maximum of transmission coe�cient (D) as
function of the driving potential UL at three typical
magnitudes of �eld energies: Ω = 100 meV � the mag-
nitude of non-resonance �eld energy is smaller than min-
imal resonance one (a), Ω = Ω21 = 168 meV � minimal
resonance energy (b), Ω = Ω31/2 = 221.7 meV � the
�eld energy is equal to the half of the minimal di�er-
ence between the resonance energies of quasi-stationary
states pair (c).

Figure 5 proves that when the �eld energy does not co-
incide with minimal resonance one (Ω21) and is smaller,
the UL increasing decreases the transmission of both
main canals (|1(0)〉, |2(0)〉) and increases the transmis-
sion of their satellite canals (|1(p)〉, |2(p)〉). Herein, the
bigger is the number of the satellite (p) the smaller is
the transmission of satellite canal. The canals of pos-
itive satellites are considerably more transmitting than
the negative ones at the same |p|. The transmission of
satellite canals becomes bigger than that of the main one
at rather strong driving potentials.
When the �eld energy is equal to the minimal reso-

nance one (Ω = Ω21), the anticrossings producing the
pairs of transmission canals are observed due to the mix-
ing of the pairs of quasi-stationary states at bigger UL

(Fig. 5b). The �rst main quasi-stationary state and �rst
negative satellite of the second main one create the com-
mon canal at small UL. When UL increases, its transmis-
sion at �rst rapidly decreases till the small magnitude and
then the canal bifurcates into pair of canals with small
transmission. The transmission of low-energy one in-
signi�cantly increases and that of the high-energy one �
continue to decrease. The second main quasi-stationary
state and the �rst positive satellite of the �rst main one
rapidly produce the pair of canals at bigger UL. Their
transmission slowly decreases, moreover, for the high-
-energy � faster and for the low-energy one � slower.
The second positive satellite of the main quasi-stationary
state and the �rst positive satellite of the second main one
produce the pair of canals. Their transmission increases
when UL increases and can approach a considerable mag-
nitude, even bigger than the transmission of the previous
pair. Herein, the transmission of the high-energy canal
is bigger than that of the low-energy one.
If Ω = Ω31/2 (Fig. 5c), the superposition of quasi-

-stationary states pairs produces one (|1(0)〉, |3(−2)〉)
or two energetically close (|3(0)〉, |1(+2)〉 and
|1(+1)〉, |3(−1)〉) transmission canals at bigger UL.
The Breit�Wigner-like mixed state |1(0)〉, |3(−2)〉
produces one canal with decreasing transmission. The
antiresonance-like mixed state |3(0)〉, |1(+2)〉 produces
two energetically close canals with big transmission,
slowly decreasing at stronger driving potential. The
superposition of two states |1(+1)〉, |3(−1)〉 of satellite
type produces the speci�c Fano resonance creating the
two close canals with slowly increasing transmission.
The analyzed properties of PAT of electron through the

double-barrier RTS driven by electromagnetic �eld dis-
played the new system of transmission canals arising due
to the superposition of main electron and satellite �eld
harmonics, on the contrary to the system without the
applied electromagnetic �eld (or very weak one) where
the electron quasi-stationary states produced the trans-
mission canals only at the resonance energies.

4. Conclusions

We developed the theory for the PAT of electron
through the double-barrier RTS within the exact solu-
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tion of non-stationary Schrödinger equation for the elec-
tron interacting with electromagnetic �eld using the ex-
pansion of the exact wave function of electron�photon
system into the Fourier range over all harmonics.
The mixed quasi-stationary states, being the super-

positions of main electron and satellite �eld harmonics
of all orders are observed in the electron�photon sys-
tem. The properties of all transmission canals of double-
-barrier RTS essentially depend both on the energy of
electromagnetic �eld and driving potential.
For the stronger driving potential, the transmission

of canals at the non-resonance �eld frequencies (except
those, which produce Fano resonances) decreases and
that of the satellite ones � increases. At certain mag-
nitude of driving potential, the transmission of satellite
canals is bigger than that of the main ones.
The anticrossings between main and satellite states

and between the satellite ones happen at the resonance
�eld frequencies, corresponding to the di�erence be-
tween the resonance energies of neighbour main quasi-
-stationary states when the driving potential increases.
Herein, the transmission of the canal produced by the
main and satellite states decreases and the transmission
of the canals produced by satellite states � increases.
The single or double canals with decreasing transmis-

sion are observed at the �eld energies producing the Fano
resonances (e.g., Ω31/2) for the quasi-stationary states
being the superpositions of main and satellite ones. The
increasing transmission is observed for the canals pro-
duced by inter-satellite states.
The established properties of transmission canals of

double-barrier RTS, naturally, would be inherent to the
multi-barrier RTS, being the basic elements of di�erent
nanodevices: quantum cascade lasers, quantum cascade
detectors and so on. Thus, the mixed quasi-stationary
states are to be taken into account while studying the
physical processes in RTS driven by strong electromag-
netic �elds.
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